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Key points
Energy brokering is viewed as a policy mechanism which can help in the fight against
fuel poverty and help deliver competition in the local energy market.
No firm proposals have yet been made. Any analysis contained in this paper is
therefore hypothetical.
The Northern Ireland Housing Executive is drawing up proposals for an energy
brokering scheme which will benefit its tenants and is likely to be based upon a
preferred supplier arrangement.
The recent People Power report recommends that this scheme is a short-term step
toward a much broader scheme which would include a wider customer base.
The Utility Regulator has noted that any scheme which includes a cross subsidy (one
set of customers subsidising another) or a form of discount that is not cost reflective,
would be problematic due to existing legislation and (Power NI and Phoenix) licence
agreements.
The Regulator has also noted, however, that Power NI and Phoenix’s licence
agreements allow the companies to designate specific classes of customers and offer
these customers specific terms and conditions.
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The Consumer Council have also identified the possibility of designating a specific
„pool‟ of customers. They have also raised the possibility of amending existing
legislation and licences to facilitate an energy brokering scheme.
Significantly, the Consumer Council has noted that: „an energy brokering scheme in
Northern Ireland would be starting from a “clean slate”. It would be the role of the
Northern Ireland Executive and the Utility Regulator to design a regulatory and policy
framework that maximises the scheme‟s support for fuel poor/vulnerable households.
In doing so policy makers and the Regulator should draw from best practice from
schemes/frameworks that are already operating successfully in Great Britain, Europe
and the USA.‟

1

Introduction
The following paper provides background information on energy brokering and
comment from the Utility Regulator and Consumer Council on the potential impact it
may have on energy consumers in general.
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What is energy brokering?
In its very broadest sense the term ‘energy broker’ is used to define an organisation or
individual who acts as a ‘middleman’ between energy suppliers and their consumers,
offering consumers energy deals or discounts. There are, for example, numerous
commercial ventures throughout the UK who operate by sourcing businesses better
energy rates, often by obtaining the best ‘switching’ optioni (this commercial sector is
not without its problems, see this Consumer Focus report for further details).
However, this paper is concerned with energy brokering as a potential government
policy tool to be utilised „to help in the fight against fuel poverty and help deliver
competition in the local energy market‟. ii There have been a number of recent
developments in Northern Ireland in this vein.

2.1 A Northern Ireland Housing Executive Energy Brokering scheme
Clause 19 of the Housing (Amendment) Act (Northern Ireland) 2011 granted powers to
the Northern Ireland Housing Executive (NIHE) with regard to energy brokering. These
powers enable the NIHE to develop energy brokering arrangements with energy
suppliers for the benefit of its tenants.iii Whilst full details of what arrangements such a
scheme would entail are, as yet, unavailable, a range of information is available which
points toward how the final scheme may operate.
The Home Energy Conservation Report 2010, for example, notes that there are two
possible approaches that could be taken:
1. Preferred supplier arrangements/affinity deals – in which the landlord works
with a specific energy supplier to promote an agreed discounted tariff to its
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tenants. The selection of a preferred supplier is based upon evaluation and the
competition of potential suppliers.
2. Bulk or aggregated energy buying – in which the landlord would buy from the
energy market in large quantities and therefore secure a discount through
volume.iv
The report states that the „Housing Executive is proceeding on the basis of first option’,
noting that the second option „is inappropriate as the Housing Executive would not be
in the position to actually purchase, store or sell energy to tenants‟. v
The 2010 report Energy Brokering: Power to the People – Feasibility Studyvi adds to
the above, suggesting that the Energy Saving Trust Affinity Deal Tool Kit and previous
experience from the Great Britain (examples drawn from the Energy Trust publication
are contained in Annex 1) could be used as a template for a similar scheme in Northern
Ireland. Two suggested models for brokerage are put forward. The first, in which a
government organisations deals directly with energy companies to broker a deal, and a
second were a professional broker is brought in to negotiate on behalf of an
organisation. The second option is viewed as beneficial as it allows the organisation to
make use of the existing knowledge, relationships and expertise of a professional
broker.vii
The People Power report suggests that a NIHE led scheme would be a short-term
solution that could be developed in the medium to long-term into a scheme that targets
consumers in general rather than social housing in particular.viii
A third source to provide details of how a NIHE led brokering scheme may look is the
2011 Department of Social Development policy document Warmer Healthier Homes: A
New Fuel Poverty Strategy for Northern Ireland (March 2011).ix In this document the
Department suggests that a NIHE brokering scheme could also include Housing
Association Tenants. It states too that the:
…the Minister has met the two gas and two electricity suppliers, advised
them of the forthcoming scheme and pressed that they respond positively
and offer credible discounts. The Minister has also made representations
to the Utility Regulator to ensure that any issues which may prevent large
numbers of customers from switching energy suppliers are addressed. x
The policy document also outlines the potential impact a NIHE scheme could have by
noting:
The social housing stock in Northern Ireland comprises approximately
90,000 homes owned by the Northern Ireland Housing Executive and
approximately 30,000 homes which are owned by a variety of Housing
Associations. The rate of fuel poverty being experienced by tenants in
Housing Executive households is now the highest of all tenures, with 57%
of these households living in fuel poverty.xi
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Box 1: Dundee City Council
Since 2001 Dundee City Council has conducted a Preferred Supplier
Arrangement with Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE). SSE pays the council a
commission for every new customer they sign up and a further loyalty payment
for each year a tenant remains a SSE customer. The income generated is used
to fund grant funded energy efficiency measures to tenants in most need and
energy advice to all. In 2004, it was forecast that the scheme would generate
£70,000 per year over the following three years (based upon 14,000 properties).

2.2

A wider Energy Brokering Scheme for Northern Ireland
As mentioned above, the Power to the People paper, jointly produced by the NIHE,
Consumer Council and Bryson Charitable Group, sees the scheme being NIHE as a
precursor to a much more broad and inclusive scheme. The collaborative report
recommends that:
In the medium to long term, these arrangements could be developed to
allow the bulk buying of energy to provide lower prices to the consumer.
This could be further facilitated if local and central government procurement
bodies could link their energy purchasing, in particular the government
estate, as a base load to leverage a better deal for domestic consumers
under one contractual tariff arrangement.xii
The progress of such a scheme would depend largely on political will. Currently, no firm
plans have been put forward to define how a scheme might work. The New Local
Government Networkxiii has put forward the example of an initiative developed in the
Netherlands – ‘Met de Stroom Mee’ – as a potential model for exploration. Details of
this initiative are outline in Box 2xiv; Figure 1 provides an illustration of how such a
scheme would work.
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Box 2: Met de Stroom Mee
Met de Stroom Mee was set up by a private company to bulk purchase energy
on behalf of consumers. It sought the registration of 10,000 households who
agreed to let it negotiate on their behalf, directly with the energy companies.
Using the bulk purchasing power, Met de Stroom Mee then went about securing
bids from energy companies at much lower than the average cost of bills that
households were paying. Once Met de Stroom Mee had decided on the most
favourable bid, it was then sent to those who had registered for their approval.
There was no legal requirement for the individually registered households to
accept the bid and they could still choose to continue with their own
arrangements. Out of the 10,000 registered households, a total of 6,630 decided
to take up the bid and were reported to have saved an average of 300 Euro per
annum on their household energy bills.
Figure 1: Bulk purchasing model Met de Stroom Mee

The Institute for Public Policy research have also suggested that the government
examine possibilities for utilising their bulk purchasing power, specifically in respect to
low income groups and older people. In a 2006 report the Institute highlighted that a
significant number of vulnerable consumers use pre-payment meters and were not
benefitting financially from payment methods such direct debit. It urged Government to
bulk buy gas and electricity for pensioners and the unemployed, and then deduct the
cost from income support and pension payments. xv However, issues such as the cost
of administering such a model and other factors such as assisting vulnerable
consumers who do not use prepayment metres should be considered.

3

Impact on consumers
As seen above, energy brokering is intended to make energy more affordable for
consumers in social housing. However, a question arises: is it possible that the cost of
the scheme could be borne by consumers who are not participating? This question,
which arises from the similar cross-subsidy issues identified when the idea of a social
tariff was mooted, was put to the Utility Regulator and the Consumer Council.
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On the issue of how an energy brokering scheme might be financed, the Utility
Regulator commented:
…as we have had no proposals from any energy companies and have not
seen the proposals for the energy brokering scheme you mentioned, it is
difficult for us to comment in detail or fully determine the impact on
customers.
However, if any energy brokering plan involves a cross subsidy from the
generality of customers to a small group of customers, or a discount to a
particular customer group which is not cost reflective – then we can see a
number of problems with the legislation and the licences. The Utility
Regulator has a duty to protect the generality of customers and cannot
favour one group of customers and could be deemed to be acting ultra
vires of our duties if we were to do so.xvi
Upon receipt of definite proposals the Regulator would consider Condition 14 of the
Power NI (NIE Energy Supply) Licence „Prohibition of discrimination of supply‟ and
Condition 2.5 of the Phoenix Supply Licence „Undue discrimination and undue
preference‟.
Two other licence conditions are significant. Licence condition 27 (4) of the Power NI
(NIEES) licence:
The Licensee shall determine standard terms and conditions for the supply
of electricity to Domestic Customers and may determine different standard
terms and conditions for different cases or classes of cases or for different
areas. The Licensee shall not enter, or offer to enter, into a Contract for the
supply of electricity with a Domestic Customer otherwise than on its
standard terms and conditions.xvii
And condition 2.18.2 of the Phoenix Licence:
Determination of standard terms and conditions for Household Consumers
Without prejudice to Condition 2.4.6, the Licensee shall determine standard
terms and conditions for the supply of gas to Household Consumers and
may determine different standard terms and conditions for different cases
or class of cases or for different areas. The Licensee shall not enter, or
offer to enter, into a contract for the supply of gas with a Household
Consumer otherwise than on its standard terms and conditions. xviii
A number of key points arise from this. Firstly, both Power NI and Phoenix can
determine „different cases‟ and „class of cases‟ of domestic customers and offer these
customers different standard terms and conditions. Secondly, that discounts are
permissible so long as they do not involve a cross-subsidy and they are cost reflective.
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One interpretation of this is: both companies could theoretically define a class of
customer – for illustrative purposes an ‘energy brokering class’ – and offer this class of
customer different standard terms and conditions. It reads too that these customers
could, as part of their terms and conditions, be offered a discount so long as this
discount was reflective of cost savings associated with supplying this specific class of
customer – for example, if it reflected the savings associated with bulk selling.
The Regulator has noted that such an interpretation is „broadly ok‟ but has again
emphasised that further exploration and examination of the licences would be required
once full details of the scheme become known.xix
The Consumer Council’s analysis of the situation is as follows (note original email to
the Consumer Council made reference to the fixed profit requirements of each
company):
The fixed profit requirements of Phoenix Supply and Power NI only relate to
their regulated domestic tariff.
It is important to note that under the competitive market - fixed profit
requirements does not mean that these energy companies are guaranteed
a certain profit margin, as can energy companies can lose customers
through domestic customers switching supplier. To date just over 55,000
customers have switched from Power NI and around 8000 customers have
switched from Phoenix Supply.
We would envisage an energy brokering scheme would operate outside
this regulated tariff (as currently occurs with business tariffs offered by
Phoenix Supply and Power NI) or that the Utility Regulator amends current
regulation to allow Power NI and Phoenix Supply to offer a lower tariff
alongside the current regulated tariff.
Other energy companies which operate in Northern Ireland, and do not
offer a regulated tariff would not have this issue - as they do not have a
fixed profit requirement. These companies currently include – Airtricity,
Budget Energy, Energia, ESB Electric Ireland, Firmus, Vayu.
Currently business consumers are offered lower tariffs because of the
volume they purchase, and we are aware that through energy brokering
some businesses in Northern Ireland have been able to negotiate
preferential energy tariffs for their employee.
A similar system could operate for fuel poor households in Northern Ireland,
by:
1.

Government to use the purchasing power of its estate to
negotiate lower tariffs for fuel power residents.
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2.

Local business/industry using their purchasing power to
negotiate lower tariffs for staff/local residents.

3.

Communities coming together so that they can negotiate a lower
tariff based on their overall purchasing power.xx

Again, it is significant that this statement makes reference to a separate pool of
customers – the afore-mentioned ‘energy brokering class’. It does not, however, make
reference to cost reflective savings and raises the issue of amending current legislation
to facilitate a discount to this group of customers.
The Consumer Council have also stated:
An energy brokering scheme in Northern Ireland would be starting from a
“clean slate”. It would be the role of the Northern Ireland Executive and the
Utility Regulator to design a regulatory and policy framework that
maximises the scheme‟s support for fuel poor/vulnerable households. In
doing so policy makers and the Regulator should draw from best practice
from schemes/frameworks that are already operating successfully in Great
Britain, Europe and the USA.xxi
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Annex 1: Examples of preferred supplier agreements from the Energy Saving Trust
Affinity Deal Toolkit publicationxxii
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i

See http://www.freeindex.co.uk/categories/industry/energy_suppliers/energy_brokering/ for a range of such
companies
ii
Northern Ireland Housing Executive, The Consumer Council and Bryson Charitable Group Energy brokering
report People Power – Feasibility Study (2010) www.nihe.gov.uk/energy_brokering_report__feasibility_study.pdf
iii
Housing (Amendment) Act (Northern Ireland) 2011 s19
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/nia/2011/22/crossheading/the-housing-executive/enacted
iv
Northern Ireland Housing Executive Home Energy Conservation Report (2010)
http://www.nihe.gov.uk/home_energy_conservation_report_2010.pdf
v
Ibid
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vi

Northern Ireland Housing Executive, The Consumer Council and Bryson Charitable Group Energy brokering
report People Power – Feasibility Study (2010) www.nihe.gov.uk/energy_brokering_report__feasibility_study.pdf
vii
Ibid
viii
Ibid
ix
Department of Social Development Warmer Healthier Homes: A New Fuel Poverty Strategy for Northern
Ireland (March 2011) http://www.dsdni.gov.uk/warmer-healthier-homes.pdf
x
Ibid
xi
Ibid
xii
Northern Ireland Housing Executive, The Consumer Council and Bryson Charitable Group Energy brokering
report People Power – Feasibility Study (2010) www.nihe.gov.uk/energy_brokering_report__feasibility_study.pdf
xiii
A local government think tank consisting of public and corporate partners establish in 1996
http://www.nlgn.org.uk/public/about-nlgn/
xiv Scott-Smith, L. Going Dutch, Local Government and Fuel Poverty (2011) www.nlgn.org.uk/public/wp-content/uploads/Going-Dutch.pdf

xv Guardian Think tank urges bulk buying energy to aid jobless and elderly (10 April 2006)

www.guardian.co.uk/business/2006/apr/10/money.oilandpetrol
xvi

Correspondence with the Northern Ireland Authority for Utility Regulation 4 October 2011
Ibid
xviii
Ibid
xix
Communication with the Northern Ireland Authority for Utility Regulation 05 October 2011.
xx
Correspondence with the Consumer Council for Northern Ireland 04 October 2011
xxi
Correspondence with the Consumer Council for Northern Ireland 05 October 2011
xvii

xxii

Energy Savings Trust Affinity Deal Toolkit (2007) Annex G
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